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About us
Hasht Company (Hiva Shahr Tejarat) Founded by Innovation & Economic activists
with 40 years of background & experiences in 2020.
We ensure that companies and producers will be provided with the best
materials as soon as possible with variety of offers to help them keep up the good
work. Also with having an Innovation Department, all of our customers can use
best Advices from Elites.
In Hasht Co we have Innovation, Residence, Minerals and Food Departments. You
can have our offers in Dubai and we cut the dealers and provide your demand
straight from origin to ensure you get the best price and quality.



Innovation Department

New world needs new solutions, so in Hasht Co we use the knowledge &

ability of Elites to make new ways.

In order of having a better life & work experience for all of our costumers,

we invited young geniuses & professional professors to design a new way

for all of us.

We respect new ideas & try to reach them to make ourselves & our world

a better place.



Residence Department
By combining modern infrastructure with traditional culture, we started to

build brand new residence to satisfy our costumers.



Hasht Residence
Hasht Residence has been at the forefront of Kerman luxury real estate market

since 2016, delivering luxury residential, commercial and leisure properties

across the city.

We have combined modern infrastructure with traditional culture to build

brand new residence to satisfy our costumers.
Hasht properties is also a pioneer in designing and building modern villas for 

the time that people just want to relax at weekend in a peaceful atmosphere.



Mineral Department
We provide the best raw materials Such as Copper, Zinc Ingots,

Feldspar, Garnet, Hydrated Lime & Dolomite to help them keep

up the good work. You Can check & order all of our products by

visiting Mineral Department on our website.



Zinc
Hasht holding trade the best zinc ingots with the best price.

Ingots are generally the least costly metallic form and useful in

general applications. Our ingots grade varies from special high

grade zinc to prime western grade and are suitable for

galvanizing industries, battery manufacture and other purposes.



Copper

Copper is one of the most commonly-used metals worldwide,
and many of the largest mining companies are involved in its
extraction from the earth. The reddish-gold metal has a range
of industrial uses, and is often used in electronics due to its
high electrical conductivity and its ability to be easily shaped
into wiring. It is also a good conductor of heat, giving it
additional properties prized by industry. We supply almost every
copper product from four factories of foundry shop, rolling
shop, Extrusion shop and coin shop.



Hydrated Lime

Hydrated lime is also used to produce other metals.

In construction, the dominant use of hydrated lime is in soil
stabilization for roads, earthen dams, airfields, and building
foundations. Hydrated lime can be used to raise the pH of acidic
soils. This is also referred to as soil sweetening.

In Hasht Co We provide Hydrated Lime with high quality (91%
Grade) & best price.



Garnet

In Hasht Co we Provide Different types of Garnet for customers.

Garnet abrasive is most commonly used as a high-performance
blast media, for the cleaning of aluminum and fiberglass
structures.

Because it is an inert, non-toxic, naturally-occurring mineral,
garnet abrasive is also used on sites where water contamination
is a concern, such as dry docks, bridges and harbors.



Feldspar

Feldspar is used for glass production, ceramic manufacturing in
body and glaze uses.

In Hasht Co we provide to types of Feldspar, for more
information you can check Feldspar Product Analysis on our
website’s Mineral Department.



Food Department
We offer you Most best & luxury
Taste of the world!
Hasht Co Provide Iranian High Quality
Saffron & Pistachio.
Check our Pistachio & Saffron
Products with new & Environment-
Friendly packaging on our website &
let us know your orders.



Pistachio
When it comes to pistachio quality,

Persian pistachio shines high above

the others and its quality is beyond

any doubt. We have took one step

forward by roasting the worlds finest

pistachio to produced the worlds

finest roasted pistachio.

Zoleikha pistachios are grown in
Rafsanjan, Kerman Province.

Rafsanjan Pistachio has always been

one of the top pistachios in the world

because of its special environment

which is completely suitable for

growing pistachio.

Zoleikha Pistachios comes in 50gr can

& Jar, 250gr can & metalized bag

which is enough for one person

consumption and is suitable for

luxury hotels mini bar.

A 50gr serving (about 50 nuts) has

160 calories and a host of vitamins,

minerals & other nutrients in addition

to 7 grams of monounsaturated and

4 grams of polyunsaturated fats that

are considered heart healthy in the 

context of a healthy dietary pattern.



Contact us

Hiva Shahr Tejarat Co. ltd (Hasht Co)

Head Office
Unit 703, Al Dana Center, Al Maktoum road, Dubai , United 
Arab Emirates.

Regional Office
Unit 3, 2nd Floor, Gandy Laundry Building, North Valfajr St, 
Kerman , Iran

Call, WhatsApp & Telegram: +98-930-9090-181
Facebook, Instagram, LinkedIn: @Hashtholding
Web Site : www.HashtHolding.com
Email: Info@Hashtholding.com

Hashtholding@gmail.com


